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How has the project changed over the past few months?How has the project changed over the past few months?

The project is essentially identical to the one presented to andThe project is essentially identical to the one presented to and approved approved 
by the community.  We have maintained good planning principles by the community.  We have maintained good planning principles ––
underground parking, open space, pedestrian pathways, sensitive underground parking, open space, pedestrian pathways, sensitive and and 
responsive massing across the site, toddler park, preservation oresponsive massing across the site, toddler park, preservation of National f National 
Products façade and 110Products façade and 110--112 North 2nd Street and commitment to high 112 North 2nd Street and commitment to high 
quality materials for all elevations fronting public streets.quality materials for all elevations fronting public streets.

We did make some improvements to the project by making a couple We did make some improvements to the project by making a couple of of 
minor adjustments.  We pulled the Bread Street building and stacminor adjustments.  We pulled the Bread Street building and stacked ked 
townhouses back from the property line widening Bread Street, sitownhouses back from the property line widening Bread Street, simplified mplified 
the footprint (maintaining the size as approved) of the Bread Stthe footprint (maintaining the size as approved) of the Bread Street reet 
building and moved the entrance to the underground parking as fabuilding and moved the entrance to the underground parking as far south r south 
as possible on the west side, away from as possible on the west side, away from Elfreth’sElfreth’s Alley.Alley.



What variances will we need?What variances will we need?

Again, since the project is essentially identical to the one preAgain, since the project is essentially identical to the one presented to and approved by the sented to and approved by the 
community, the variances we are seeking are the same variances wcommunity, the variances we are seeking are the same variances we always needed.e always needed.

We will need building height variances for all the buildings excWe will need building height variances for all the buildings except for the townhouses and ept for the townhouses and 
stacked townhouses and building width variances for all of the bstacked townhouses and building width variances for all of the buildings except for the uildings except for the 
townhouses and stacked townhouses facing the interior courtyardstownhouses and stacked townhouses facing the interior courtyards..

We will need a demolition variance for 128 North 2nd Street (on We will need a demolition variance for 128 North 2nd Street (on the west side) and for the the west side) and for the 
National Products building, excluding the façade (on the east siNational Products building, excluding the façade (on the east side).de).

Since we have asked to combine the various lots on each side intSince we have asked to combine the various lots on each side into one lot (each side), we o one lot (each side), we 
will need a variance to permit multiple structures with multiplewill need a variance to permit multiple structures with multiple uses (retail/commercial and uses (retail/commercial and 
residential) on a single lot.residential) on a single lot.

To accommodate residents’ requests to make any excess parking avTo accommodate residents’ requests to make any excess parking available to ailable to 
nonnon--project residents, we have requested nonproject residents, we have requested non--accessory, public parking variances for both accessory, public parking variances for both 
the east and west side underground parking garages to give us ththe east and west side underground parking garages to give us the most flexibility to make e most flexibility to make 
excess parking available to the larger community.  We have maintexcess parking available to the larger community.  We have maintained a ratio of ained a ratio of 
approximately oneapproximately one--toto--one for parking spaces to our projected residential units (303 pone for parking spaces to our projected residential units (303 parking arking 
spaces to 320 residential units).  We did request additional flespaces to 320 residential units).  We did request additional flexibility on the number and xibility on the number and 
make up of units by applying for a range of residential units.  make up of units by applying for a range of residential units.  This gives us the flexibility to This gives us the flexibility to 
react to market conditions by making a higher proportion of largreact to market conditions by making a higher proportion of larger or smaller units available, er or smaller units available, 
depending on demand.  The maximum of the range is reflected on tdepending on demand.  The maximum of the range is reflected on the plans; however, the he plans; however, the 
floor area ratio (FAR) remains constant, meaning the building fofloor area ratio (FAR) remains constant, meaning the building footprints are set and are otprints are set and are 
NOT subject to change.NOT subject to change.

Should you have any questions please contact ChShould you have any questions please contact Charles Rue at 215arles Rue at 215--523523--76327632




